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part of inventor 2011s design 2016 family of products, the new version adds more controls, along with new models, views, and support for the latest autocad styles, such as architectural units. there are over 40 new commands for communicating with other applications, such as autocad, and the new preload command lets you synchronize prefabricated
drawings, views and other assets across multiple machines for easier use on the drawing. you can also use the new online interface to update entire lists of standard and custom parts, schematic symbols, drawings, environments, 3d objects and palettes within a single environment. inventor 2011 includes a powerful new task-based. you can now use the
task gizmo to quickly add, update, and delete tasks of any kind. inventor provides two toolbar buttons, the task gizmo and the task menu, for quick access to common tasks. task gizmos can be edited and deleted in any drawing. inventors task management capabilities are embedded directly into the fabric of the drawing application and complement the

more traditional dialogs. although, users have always been able to work with a number of project settings, such as base edges and grid settings, under the utilities tab of the insert menu, inventor 2011 provides a dedicated insert tab. the insert tab contains a number of "choice boxes", one for each of inventors choice setting options, with the
corresponding dialog that you see in other tabs of the insert menu. inventor 2011 also adds a multitude of improved and unique modeling tools, as well as a new and easier user interface. among the most useful additions are axis (sometimes known as the anisotropic modifiers), which lets you quickly turn parts into virtual joints, and frenet wizards, which

displays geometric possibilities for any selected geometry.
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on the theory side, inventor supports a variety of options for creating parametric curves. the simplest type, lines, allow you to draw parametric horizontal and vertical curves from endpoints. you can also draw splines from endpoints, and points. the latter, which resemble splines, draw lines using endpoints and intermediate nodes as well as curve types.
i've even seen one named curve with an extra "x" to make it easy to draw curves from any point. when autocad inventor 2011 was released, autocad 2010's vector modeler was also discontinued. but inventor has vector modeling tools. one of the easiest is the circle tool. simply position the cursor over a point on the curve, and click the control key and

the mouse button. you see the cursor rotate around the point. similarly, you can add the weight of a solid circle, offset circle and marker. you can also use the circle tool to create spline-like shapes. of course, the spline tools work for horizontal and vertical lines and arc sections. you can also assign properties to objects. for example, if you assign circle to a
ring, you can use this feature to assign an opening or closing command. in addition, inventor now has a page tool. press the p key and drag the mouse to draw shapes. if you click the p key again, you can draw page breaks. there is an unlimited number of page breaks. note that the p key doesn't work in "chapter mode." this mode divides parametric

curves and solids into pages of a specified size. you can use the g command to set the page size. you can also use the page tool to set the page orientation. inventor supports four different pages: landscape, portrait, portrait with the next page to the right (typically left-to-right) and portrait with the next page to the left (typically right-to-left). 5ec8ef588b
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